GTT ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY (AUP)
As a provider of Internet-related services including: secure email and Virtual Private Network (VPN), GTT
offers its customer (also known as "Subscribers") the means to acquire and disseminate a wealth of public,
private, commercial and non-commercial information. GTT intentionally does not monitor/log your
emails or VPN activities. Nor does GTT place restrictions on which websites you can view through filtering
or restrict your ports. Because our system uses encryption, this gives you the Subscriber the anonymous
freedom to be protected from monitoring by outside sources and bypass country-specific web filtering.
However, any internet stream that goes beyond our encrypted servers could be monitored downstream
of our servers where it could be travelling insecurely.
Negative actions on your part, which could be monitored downstream, could put GTT’s goodwill, business,
reputation or operations in jeopardy if those actions were illegal in the country where our email or VPN
servers are located. Likewise, GTT is liable to follow the Terms of Service and AUP of our server’s internet
providers. For these reasons, subscribers violate GTT policy and AUP when they engage in the following
prohibited activities:

Peer-to-Peer File Sharing (Torrents):
All Peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing (legal and illegal) including the use of bittorrents over our VPN networks
are prohibited because it can overload GTT 's network, disrupt service to other GTT subscribers, and is
normally prohibited by our server’s internet providers.

Adult-Oriented Content:
GTT does not want adult content to pass through its servers - period.

Obscene Speech or Materials:
Using GTT 's network to advertise, transmit, store, post, display, or otherwise make available child
pornography or obscene speech or material is prohibited. GTT is required by law to notify law
enforcement agencies when it becomes aware of the presence of child pornography on or being
transmitted through its network.
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Defamatory or Abusive Language:
Using GTT 's network as a means to anonymously transmit or post negative, defamatory, harassing,
abusive or threatening language.

Other Illegal Activities:
Engaging in activities that are determined to be illegal, including, but not limited to fraudulently charging
credit cards and pirating software.

Other Activities:
Engaging in activities, whether lawful or unlawful, that GTT determines to be harmful to its subscribers,
operations, reputation, goodwill, or customer relations.

GTT will not, as an ordinary practice, monitor the communications of its subscribers to ensure that they
comply with GTT policy or applicable law. However, when GTT becomes aware of harmful activities, it may
take any action to stop the harmful activity deemed appropriate by GTT.
GTT will terminate, without prejudice, any subscriber who engages in any activity as stated above. The
terminated user will forfeit any remaining balance on their account or be returned any remaining balance
depending on the discretion of GTT.

We hope this AUP is helpful in clarifying the obligations of Internet users, including GTT and its subscribers,
as responsible members of the Internet. Any comment about this AUP should be sent to:
helpdesk@gtt.tools
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